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Abstract. Educational Data Mining (EDM) may be a very useful technique as
much to understand student behavior as to plan and manage government in-
vestments in education. EDM helps to analyzes and to expose the hidden in-
formation of educational data. Particularly, an important application of EDM
is to predict or analyze the students’ dropout. This problem affects several ed-
ucational institutions in Brazil and the world, and identify its origin has been
a relevant research motivator. This paper presents a brief introduction about
EDM applied to predict students’ dropout and analyzes some important articles
during the period from 2013 to 2018.

1. Introduction
Brazilian society has suffered annually financial damages when the students occupy the
vacancies and dissociate themselves from the universities without completing the course
in which they registered, causing what we call school dropout. The vacancies that were
formerly occupied by these students now become idle and will hardly be fulfilled. Data
from the census of Higher Education in Brazil for the year 2016 show more than 10.6
million vacancies in undergraduate courses were offered, being 73.8% new vacancies and
26.0% remaining vacancies. About the remaining vacancies, only 12.0% were occupied
[INEP 2017]. According to Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OCDE), in 2013 the average annual cost per undergraduate student in Brazilian public
education was $15,771.67 per student [Nascimento and Verhine 2017].

School dropout is a topic that reaches the most diverse Higher Education Institu-
tion (HEIs) in the world, both public and private. The identification of the origin of this
problem has been a subject of study for researchers in education. According to the Special
Committee on Evasion Studies of the MEC, the dropout concept can be characterized in
the following ways [de Evasão 1996]:

• Dropout of course: the student disconnects from the higher course in situations
such as transfer of course, abandonment (course or discipline) or exclusion by
institutional norm;



• Dropout of the institution: the student gives up the institution in which is enrolled;
• Dropout of the system: the student permanently or temporarily abandons higher

education.
Brazil has sought to stimulate higher education through various mechanisms that

favor access to a Higher Education Institution. However, the amount of wasted invest-
ments due to dropout is much higher than desired [Silva Filho et al. 2007]. The educa-
tional institutions in Brazil and in the world have devoted a lot of attention in order to
understand the causes of this disorder [Rodriguez 2014].

The reasons for a student’s decision whether or not to pursue a course or institution
are diverse and vary at levels of personal, social and institutional. These problems can be
situated from the student’s aptitude, personal context and vocational guidance, even to the
inadequate infrastructure of the HEI or faculty still in training [Baggi and Lopes 2011].

The work of [Silva Filho et al. 2007] also mentions the question of losing students
who start but do not finish their courses; which is considered a social, academic and eco-
nomic waste. More explicitly, the authors detail that in the public sector, the investment is
due to tax collection and with evasion, there is no return to society. In the private sector,
avoidance leads to loss of revenue. Therefore, dropout becomes the source of the idleness
of teachers, employees, equipment, and physical space.

Thus, it becomes understandable to question that, given a student of an HEI and
its average cost, what efficient actions should be applied to reduce the impact of dropout?
And, given the length of stay of this student in HEI, when these actions should be taken?

In last years, educational institutions have acquired a huge data about students that
might be used to assist in the process of understanding some of these questions. Educa-
tional data mining (EDM) is an area of computer science that has been very promising
in the analysis of these data. EDM research has mainly been done to analyze students
retention and to predict students dropout [DeBerard et al. 2004, Yukselturk et al. 2014,
Dutt et al. 2017].

In order to understand the domain of scientific studies that address this central
issue and, mainly, to identify the most significant contributions regarding the problem of
school dropout, this paper proposes a brief review of the literature, highlighting the recent
work on the topic that make use of EDM techniques.

This work consists of three more sections. Section 2 presents the growth of pub-
lished scientific works on the EDM area. Section 3 describes several studies on EDM
applied to students’ dropouts. Section 4 describes the final remarks on this work.

2. Educational Data Mining
Considered as an interdisciplinary area, Educational Data Mining (EDM) uses data min-
ing and machine learning techniques associated with pedagogical concepts to educa-
tional data sets aiming solving academic and educational issues [Baker and Yacef 2009,
Romero and Ventura 2010, Dutt et al. 2017].

The research in EDM increased in the last two decades. A search realized in
Scopus Database using a query string “educational data mining” demonstrate it (Figure
2). In 2012 there were 60 articles and this number goes up to 235 in 2017. This raise rate
demonstrates the importance EDM has received in the scientific area.
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Figure 1. Number of Papers about EDM in Scopus Database in the period from
2003 to 2017.

According to [Baker et al. 2010], the works in EDM may be categorized in five
class: 1-prediction; 2-clustering; 3-relationship mining; 4-distillation of data for human
judgment, and; 5-discovery with models. The first three classes are very common and
traditional in data mining research. The class number four consists of visualization and
statistics analysis. The last class is the most recent in EDM and it consists of the de-
velopment of a model to describe the problem and this model is associated with another
technique as a new component.

In the context of student‘s dropout we observed that the main articles have been
in prediction class. We obtained 35 articles in Scopus combining the terms “educational
data mining” and “dropout”. From those, 22 were about prediction techniques, 6 were
about clustering and 7 combining both. A specific search for the Brazilian context was
also performed using two terms, “brazil” and “brazilian”, which were added to the above
query string. Considering the first term, no articles were returned and for the second one
four articles were returned, which are describe in the next section.

3. EDM Applied to Students’ Dropout
Students’ dropout is an extremely important element for enrollment management as it
affects not only the ranking of universities, but also school reputation and financial sup-
port [Delen 2010]. This problem has been the focus of some works in the area of com-
puting, which use the EDM techniques for the analysis of data from educational en-
vironments. In the international context, we can highlight recent works such as those
by [Sarra et al. 2018], [Ahuja and Kankane 2017] and [Sultana et al. 2017], who analyze
data from undergraduate students with the objective of identifying students with higher
chances of dropout. Sarra et al. (2018) used a Bayesian Profile Regression method to
analyze the questionnaire responses of more than 500 students who answered on specific
questions aimed at retrieving information about academic competencies, motivations, and
resilience. The authors verified the relevant factors to identify the groups with the high-



est chance of dropout, including items from the Academic Resilience Scale, scores of
motivational items, scores on difficulties and satisfaction during academic life.

Ahuja and Kankane (2017) used several algorithms such as Naı̈ve Bayes, Logis-
tic regression, K-nearest neighbors, Ctree, Rpart, Random Forest and C5.0 to predict the
probability of completion of the undergraduate course. Data used included student grades
and social and demographic data. The authors also compared the methods. The experi-
ments showed that the Random Forest and Ctree algorithms were the best for classification
and prediction of the results. The authors point out that non-academic data contribute to
improved outcomes.

The work of Sultana et al. (2017) analyzed data from Electrical Engineering stu-
dents, provided through different questionnaires. The work made use of different methods
such as Decision Tree, Logistic Regression, Naı̈ve Bayes, and Neural Networks to explore
cognitive and non-cognitive characteristics of students to predict dropout results. The au-
thors describe that cognitive aspects improve predictive accuracy in decision tree methods,
but not in other methods. In a complementary way, the work of [Burgos et al. 2017] also
makes use of Logistic Regression for the grades analysis of more than 100 students of
several distance learning courses. The aim of the work is the proposal of a method for
dropout detection that allows producing, in a timely manner, a tutoring plan of action to
prevent it. The results showed that the prediction combined with the plan of action helped
reduce dropout during the 2014/15 school year compared to the other years when such
an approach had not been implemented. Another important work presents a compilation
of several works in the area [Chaturvedi 2017]. The author does not analyze a data set,
however, presents some tools that can be used to analyze the data sets and summarizes the
algorithms used in the area describing their basic characteristics.

In Brazil, we highlight the works of [Couto and Santana 2017],
[da Cunha et al. 2016], [Manhães et al. 2014a] and [Manhães et al. 2014b]. Do Couto
and de Santana (2017) present a paper that aims to create subsidies to assist managers of
higher education institutions in identifying students prone to dropout or retention in their
courses. For this, the authors used classification algorithms applied to data of several
undergraduate students. The Random Forest and the Bayesian Network methods were
the most satisfactory to analyze the data and thus to assist the managers. The work of
da Cunha et al. (2016) analyzed data from courses at different education levels to detect
which attributes on the students most influenced school dropouts and disapprovals in
order to draw a profile of dropout and disapproval situations. To do this, a Decision
Tree method and the Analysis Services tool were applied. From the obtained results, the
authors raise some preventive measures for the institution managers to minimize the rates
of dropout and disapproval.

The work of Manhaes et al. (2014a) also aims to assist the institution managers.
The authors identified attributes that help detect students who are poorly performing or
at dropout risk. Data from undergraduate students of a large educational institution were
analyzed using the following classification algorithms: Decision Tree, Support Vector
Machine, Naı̈ve Bayes, and Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network. The Naı̈ve Bayes
model was used to present a quantitative approach. The authors estimate that the use of
EDM methods helps to identify the students with greater chances of dropout and still en-
rolled, as well as to offer the institution an additional analysis form for the problem of



high dropout rate. In a subsequent work, Manhaes et al. (2014b) presents an architec-
ture named WAVE that uses EDM techniques to predict and identify students who are at
dropout risk. The architecture uses only student data stored in the academic management
system, not requiring social or economic data.

4. Final Remarks
Research in Educational Data Mining has increased significantly over the last years. Par-
ticularly, EDM’s application to educational dropout prediction has been the main interest
for many researchers. In this context, this paper presented a brief introduction about
EDM applied to predict students’ dropout and analyzed some important articles during
the period from 2013 to 2018.

Designing a prediction model to describe students’ dropout proved to be a hard
task. Different algorithms have been used, as Decision Tree, Regressions, Neural Net-
works and others, but the results did not reach a satisfactory precision yet. Although many
approaches to predict dropout have focused mainly on academic data, some research in-
dicate that it is important to combine strategies from approaches based on academic and
non-academic data. New studies should be conducted to evaluate different methods of
machine learning as kernel methods, in addition to evaluations involving the combination
of different types of data.
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